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Abstract
Hard disk failures can be catastrophic in large scale data centres. It can lead to potential loss
of all important and sensitive data stored in these data centres. To alleviate the impact of such
failures, companies are actively looking at ways to predict disk failures and take pre-emptive
measures. If companies are able to predict the failure of their hard-drives, it would reduce the
economic impact incurred by the company due to these failures greatly, and protect data
thereby maintaining customer trust. Admittedly, there are situations such as electricity failure
in the server, natural hazard, etc. where the failure of disks cannot be predicted. However,
most of the hardware failures don’t happen overnight and hard disks starts to show significant
reduced performance over the last few days of their lifetime before failing. Uncovering these
patterns, recognizing features that may be attributed to the failure of a hard disk, and
predicting the event of hard disk crash through machine learning, is the main goal of our
project. Our project explores unsupervised and supervised learning techniques to predict and
analyse hard drive crashes. The objective of using both supervised and unsupervised
algorithms is to make a comparison between them.
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Introduction
The task of hard disk failure prediction has
been the primary focus of many researches
over the recent few decades. Traditional
approaches used a threshold-based
algorithm. These however, were successful
in predicting drive failures only 3-10% of
the time [1]. Thus, we saw a shift to more
proactive, learning-based algorithms that
use S.M.A.R.T attributes to make
predictions. These attributes are different
hard drive reliability indicators of
imminent failure.
In “Predictive models of hard drive
failures based on operational data” [4],
Nicolas and Samuel proposed using
Random Forest and its variants for hard
disk failure prediction. They achieved a
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very high accuracy of 99.98% and reported
precision of 95% and recall of 67% when
using Random Forest on the 2014
Backblaze dataset. The gradient boosted
trees also performed similarly well,
reaching a precision of 94% and recall of
67%. They used a subset of the S.M.A.R.T
parameters (5, 12, 187, 188, 189, 190, 198,
199 and 200). [3] explores classification
trees, recurrent neural networks, part
voting random forests and random forests.
They trained their algorithms for one hard
disk model from the Backblaze data set.
Part voting random forests were able to
attain a failure detection rate of 100% and
a false alarm rate of 1.76% for model
ST3000DM001. Select features of this
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model were used in the training.
S.M.A.R.T attributes are hard drive modelspecific i.e the meaning of these attributes
might differ across manufacturers. To
accommodate these nuances, previous
works [2] [3] explored ways to train
algorithms on specific models instead of
one generic model for predication. The
most recent studies leverage Transfer
learning techniques [2] where classifiers
trained on one model are used for
predicting failures of other models. This
however did not perform as well as they
had hoped. Since the failure of hard disks
is a rare event, the dataset is highly
unbalanced. hence, in order to overcome
this imbalance problem, work has also
been done in exploring the efficiency of
SMOTE
(Synthetic
Minority
Oversampling
Technique)
[4]
and
resampling [5] techniques. All the
implemented
supervised
learning
techniques try to address this problem.
In contrast to all the aforementioned
works, we decided to focus on supervised
as well as unsupervised learning
techniques in this project. Instead of just
looking at accuracy, we used F1 score as
the primary metric to evaluate our
algorithms. We have employed anomaly
detection and clustering based techniques
and contrasted their performance against
supervised learning techniques that use
tree-based classifiers. We have used only a
subset of data (last 10 days of a hard disk
lifetime) to train our models. This along
with resampling helps us tackle the class
imbalance problem. We have also ensured
to maintain the time-sequence in the
dataset in order to train better models.
Every disk drive includes Self-Monitoring,
Analysis, and Reporting Technology
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(S.M.A.R.T) statistics, which reports
internal information about the drive and its
primary function is to detect as well as
report multiple indicators of hard disk
drive reliability with the intent of
anticipating imminent hardware failures.
Backblaze takes a snapshot of each
operational hard drive daily and the data
includes drive’s serial number, model
number, disk capacity, a label indicating
disk failure, and S.M.A.R.T stats. Data for
the project was collected from January 1st,
2019 to December 31st, 2019 and data was
in 365 CSV files with each representing
one day of the year. Each file has 129
columns. 62 distinct S.M.A.R.T attributes
are measured and represented both as raw
values as well as normalized values
totalling to 124 columns. The other
columns provide information about the
hard disk and the date of the record. The
data is temporal in nature and is more than
10 GB in size. We have 40.7 million data
points or records in the dataset in total.
Architecture:

We started by observing the raw
Backblaze data to get a better
understanding
of
what
all
preprocessingtechiniques were needed to
be employed. We observed that different
hard disks showed significantly different
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behavior in terms of S.M.A.R.T statistics
at the time of failure. Since the failure of a
hard disk is a very rare event given its life
span, we also observed a heavy bias in the
dataset. Just a few rows were labeled 1
indicating a failure of hard disk on the
given day while on all other days of its
lifetime, the label remained 0.

The records corresponding to this hard
disk are no longer available in the dataset.
To reduce this bias, we only worked with
dataset in which the hard-disk was failing
frequently and only sampled a few of the
data-points where the hard-disk was
operational.
In this project we created two programs
called
‘HardDiskFailure1.py’
and
‘HardDiskFailure2.py’ by using different
machine learning algorithms
HardDiskFailure1: In this program I have
used Random Forest, Decision Tree and
Logistic Regression and the calculate
accuracy, precision, recall and FSCORE
HardDiskFailure2: In this program I have
used Random Forest, SVM and Gradient
Boosting algorithms
To implement this project I have used
same dataset given by you.
To implement this project I have designed
following modules
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1) Upload Harddisk Dataset: using
this module we will upload dataset
to application and then read all
records from dataset
2) Preprocess Dataset: using this
module we will remove empty and
missing values from dataset and
then replace with 0
3) Generate Train & Test Dataset:
using this module we will divide or
split dataset into train and test
where application used 80% dataset
for training machine learning
algorithm models and used 20%
dataset to test trained model.
Trained model will be applied on
test data to predict class labels and
then this class label will be
compared with original dataset to
calculate accuracy.
4) Run Random Forest Algorithm:
using this module we will trained
random forest algorithm with
above dataset and then calculate
accuracy.
5) Run Decision Tree Algorithm:
using this module we will trained
decision tree algorithm with above
dataset and then calculate accuracy.
6) Run
Logistic
Regression
Algorithm: using this module we
will trained Logistic Regression
algorithm with above dataset and
then calculate accuracy.
7) Comparison Graph: using this
module we will plot accuracy,
precision, recall and FSCORE
comparison graph of all algorithms
To run project double click on
‘run_HardDiskFailure1.bat’ file to get
below screen
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Results:

In above screen click on ‘Upload Harddisk
Dataset’ button to upload dataset

In above screen selecting and uploading
‘model_2017’ dataset file and then click
on ‘Open’ button to load dataset and to get
below screen

In above screen in text area we can see
dataset loaded and this dataset contains
lots of ‘NaN’ missing values and machine
learning algorithms will not accept NaN
values so we need to remove those NaN
values by clicking on ‘Preprocess Dataset’
button
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In above screen text area all NaN values
are replaced with ‘0’ and in above graph
we can see number of healthy and failure
records. Now close above graph and then
click on ‘Generate Train & Test Dataset’
button to divide dataset into train and test
parts

In above screen dataset contains total
18828 records and application using 15062
(80%) records to train Machine learning
algorithms and 3766 (20%) records for
testing machine learning. Now dataset is
ready and now click on ‘Run Random
Forest Algorithm’ to trained above dataset
with Random Forest and then will get
below confusion matrix graph
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In above graph we can see confusion
matrix graph for random forest and now
close above graph to get below screen

In above screen random forest accuracy,
precision, recall and FSCORE is calculated
and now click on ‘Run Decision Tree
Algorithm’ button to train decision tree
with above dataset

In above screen decision tree confusion
matrix and accuracy is calculated and now
closed above graph and then click on ‘Run
Logistic Regression Algorithm’ button to
train this algorithm with above dataset
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In above screen Logistic Regression
confusion matrix and accuracy is
calculated and in all 3 algorithms decision
tree has got high accuracy and now close
above graph and then click on
‘Comparison Graph’ button to get below
graph

In above graph 4 different colour bars
represents accuracy, precision, recall and
FSCORE values and in above graph x-axis
represents algorithm names and y-axis
represents values.

Conclusion
We predicted hard disk failure based on its
S.M.A.R.T attributes. We used data
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augmentation techniques like SMOTE and
data resampling to handle the class
imbalance problem. We were not able to
implement a generic model to determine
failure, since S.M.A.R.T attributes are
model and manufacturer specific. We
applied supervised learning techniques like
Random Forest and XGBoost on
individual hard disk models to predict hard
disk failure. We were able to obtain a very
high F1 score for all the hard disk models
trained using tree-based classifiers. We
further extended the study to predict hard
disk failure using unsupervised learning
techniques like DBSCAN and K-Means to
cluster them into groups of failing and
non-failing hard drives. We also explored
a novel approach of applying anamoly
detection techniques for the hard disk
prediction problem. Unsupervised learning
techniques however performed poorly due
to the the nature of the dataset when
compared to supervised learning.
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